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EVERYTHING COUNTS
WHEN IT COMES TO GROWING
YOUR BUSINESS,
EVEN WHAT CANNOT
BE COUNTED.
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EVERYTHING COUNTS
WHEN IT COMES
TO GROWING
YOUR BUSINESS,
EVEN WHAT CANNOT
BE COUNTED.
Our consulting firm offers predictive solutions for
corporate growth that adapt as your business
expands. We operate in key strategic areas, such as
management consulting, processes, innovation,
sustainability and human resources.
Over the years, we have come to realise that a company
will have the drive to expand its horizons and pursue
increasingly ambitious and competitive goals provided
the people who work there are happy and engaged. This
is why people are always the center of our focus.
Continuous improvement, motivation, ethics,
transparency and pragmatism are the driving values
we promote in businesses along with a working culture
focusing on the core assets of Lean Thinking, Lean
World Class®, TPM, World Class Manufacturing
and Six Sigma and the partnership with Cordence
Worldwide.

www.bcsoa.it

Building a continuous
improvement culture.
Our vision is driven by the will to stir in any company
a positive tension toward operational excellence,
thus leading to continuous growth and development.
A continuous improvement culture aims at creating
value and competitive advantage, particularly when
it is shared throughout the entire organization.
This is the reason why we strive to become
the landmark in operations world in Italy. We
seek to promote an enterprise culture based on
continuous search for perfection and forward looking.

OUR STORY

Founded in 1973, Bonfiglioli Consulting is today
ranked among the top Italian managing consulting
firms.
In 2008 we joined Cordence Worldwide, a strategic
international partnership of leading consulting firms,
to offer global coverage with local accountability.
To continue our story of excellence, in 2010 Bonfiglioli
Consulting successfully completed our first family business
succession, becoming one of the few exceptions of family
continuity in the consulting industry.

VISION

Since 1973,

supporting companies to grow.

MISSION

World-class strategies
to promote development.

We strive each day to assist companies emerging
on the market, by implementing advanced management
solutions and providing the best answers to the
competitiveness challenges.
We build on quality of processes and human
resources, on innovation and sustainability, to offer
to our customers a distinguishing know-how and practical
approaches to optimize performances.
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CONSULTANCY

Pragmatic consultancy for

tangible results.

Organization,
processes,
innovation
and
sustainability: these are our playgrounds. We want
to show companies the way to become more efficient,
more up-to-date, more eco-friendly. We avoid a purely
theoretical approach.

Our contribution is practical, based on active
involvement to solve problems and to support
companies’ engagement in a long-lasting change
process.
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VALUES
Honesty and integrity,
pragmatism and excellence,

customer satisfaction.
We believe that each relationship - with our customers,
our coworkers and the government institutions - should
be based on loyalty and integrity, since working in a
respectful and trustful environment fosters everybody’s
growth. We offer high-value adding tangible
solutions, to allow concrete and countable growth.
We believe that our customers deserve our
best effort, since their success is also ours.

Where

know how

develops.

RESEARCH CENTER
AND LEAN FACTORY SCHOOL

Living in an ever-changing world, we always have
to update our knowledge and our skills. At Bonfiglioli
Consulting we do so through our Research Center,
a department that monitors the national and global

®

trends and develops innovative solutions.
Developing our motto “learning by doing”, we
have founded our Lean Factory School®, a unique
training opportunity where the Lean Thinking principles
can be applied in the field in a mocked-up factory.

SCOPE AND SECTORS LEAN WORLD CLASS

®

Looking ahead

driven by a World-Class
enterprise vision.
The Lean World Class® approach is a structured approach
to assists competitive development and continuous
improvement in any company.
It represents the combination of Lean concepts and the
World Class Manufacturing (WCM) methodology. This
approach strives to develop best practices to improve
productivity in a more efficient way. Processes
efficiency, innovation and sustainability thus become
key pillars to build a Lean World Class® organization able
to overcome its boundaries towards a global vision of
excellence.

Cross-functional
and pluralistic
consulting services.

In order to be really effective, a consultancy program
can not be limited to few areas, but it has to encompass
the whole organization.
For this reason we offer all-round services ranging
from our core competencies in the operations and
product development processes, all the way up to
strategy, IT and HR.
Bonfiglioli Consulting is structured in several
Competence Centers to serve any industry, as well
as the service and public sectors.

www.bcsoa.it

Lean Factory School e Lean World Class are a registered trademark. ® Copyright. Bonfiglioli Consulting s.r.l. All Rights Reserved.
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